Want to be a user of technology or a creator? Step up to the world of interactive technology!

January 2019 CoRE-Tech workshops

Each workshop is a one-day adventure into Coding, Robotics and Electronics, for children aged from 5 to 11+ years, who’d like to explore interactive digital technology in a fun and engaging way! Hands on, interactive, educational and Fun and unless otherwise noted, there are no prerequisites.

Preparing our future professionals for the new digital age

- Thought provoking group activities to demonstrate key coding concepts
- Fun with Electronics! Build a functioning electronic project to take home (Codeberry Jam only)
- Write code to create an animated game, interactive program or a colourful geometric artwork
- Take control! Program robots to follow your instructions

Code is only part of the process. We also explore the electronic hardware it runs on!

January 2019 holiday workshop dates: (Ages are a guide only - contact us for further details)

Fri 18th Jan CoRE-Tech Jnr "Bot on the run" (Ages 5-8, 9-11)
Coding and Robotics. Creating tracks and trails for Sprites and Robots!

Fri 25th Jan CoRE-Tech Jnr "Codeberry Jam" (Ages 5-8, 9-11)
A Musical and Artistic experience using Coding, Electronics and Robotics.

Fri 18th Jan CoRE-Tech "Desperately Seeking Serpent" (Ages 11+)
Introduction to Python Programming. Prerequisite: Scratch, etc Coding skills. *

Mon 21st Jan CoRE-Tech "A date with a Python" (Ages 11+)
Next level of Python. Prerequisite: Intro to Python workshop (or equivalent).

Time: 9:00am - 3:30pm each day

Where: Melbourne University Sport Pavilion
Building 103 - Tin Alley, Parkville
University of Melbourne 3010

Cost: $150.00 per workshop

What to bring: Snack, lunch, drink, USB drive (not required for CoRE Junior) and an enquiring mind!

Who’s running them? All codingEdge workshops are run by experienced registered teachers, along with a computer systems engineer. We have a passion for teaching technology in a fun and creative way

* For further information, please:
email: workshops@codingEdge.com.au or phone: 1300 COD’EDGE (1300 263 334)
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Don’t just broaden their horizons, bring them to the Edge!